
AN ENGLISH TEIANSLATION OF

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION'S

INITIATORY PUJA

Invocation

Whether pure or impure, whether
purity or impurity is permeating
everywhere, whoever open himself
to the expanded vision of un-
bounding awareness gains inner
and outer purity.

Invocation

To LORD NARAYANA, to lotus-born

BRAHMA the Creator, to VASHISTHA,

to SHAKTI and his son PARASHAR.

To VYASA, to SHUKADEVA, to the

great GAUDAPADA, to GOVINDA,
ruler among the yogis, to his
disciples, SHRI SHANKARACHARYA,

to his disciples PADMA PADA and
HASTA MALAKA and TROTAKACHARYA

and VARTIKA-KARA, to others,to

the tradition of our Masters, I

bow down.

To the abode of the wisdom of

the SHRUTIS, SMRITIS and PURANAS,

to the above of kindness, to the

personified glory of the LORD,
to SHANKARA, emancipator of the
world, I bow dowUo

To SHANKARACHARYA the redeemer,

hailed as KRISHNA and BADARAYANA,

to the commentator of the BRAHMA

SUTRAS, I bow down.

To the glory of the Lord I bow
down again and again, at whose
door the whole galaxy of gods

pray for perfection day and night.

Adorned with immeasurable glory,

preceptor of the whole world,
having bowed down to Him we gain
fulfillment.

Skilled in dispelling the cloud

of ignorance of the people, the
gentle emancipator, BRAHMANANDA
SARASVATI, the supreme teacher,

full of brilliance, Him I bring

to my awareness.

Offering the invocation to the
lotus feet of SHRI GURU DEV, I

bow down.

Offering a seat to the lotus feet
of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow down.

Offering cloth to the lotus feet
of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow down.

Offering sandalpaste to the lotus

feet of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow down.

Offering a flower to the lotus

feet of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow

down.

Offering incense to the lotus

feet of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow

down.

Offering light to the lotus feet
of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow down.

Offering water to the lotus feet
of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow down.

Offering fruit to the lotus feet
of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow down.

Offering water to the lotus feet,
of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow down.

Offering a bethel leaf to the
lotus feet of SHRI GURU DEV,I

bow down.

Offering a coconut to the lotus

feet of SHRI GURU DEV, I bow

down.

O^^CAing a camphoa light

White as camphor,kindness incar
nate the essence of creation gar

landed with BRAHMAN, ever dwell

ing in the lotus of my heart,,,
the creative impulse of cosmic
life, to That, in the form of

GURU DEV, I bow down.

O^^iCAing a handful ojJ ^lowcu
GURU in the glory of BRAHMA,

GURU in the glory of VISHNU,
GURU in the glory of the great LORD

SHIVA, GURU in the glory of the
personified transcendental fullness
of BRAHMAN, to Him, to SHRI GURU

DEV adorned with glory, I bow down.

The Unbounded, like the endless
canopy of the sky, the omnipresent
of all creation, by whom the sign
of THAT has been revealed, to Him,

to SHRI GURU DEV, I bow down.

GURU DEV, SHRI BRAHMANADA, bliss
of the Absolute, transcendental joy,
the Self-Sufficient, the embodiment

of pure knowledge which is beyond
and above the universe like the sky

the aim of "Thou art Thaf'and other

such expressions which unfold
eternal truth, the One, the Eternal,

the Pure, the Immovable,the Witness
of all intellects, whose status,

transcends thought,the Transcendent

along with the three gunas,the true
preceptor, to SHRI GURU DEV, I bow
down.

The blinding darkness of ignorance
has been removed by applying the
balm of knowledge. The eye of
knowledge has been opened by Him
and therefore, to Him,to SHRI GURU

DEV, I bow down.

Offering a handful of flowers to
the lotus feet of SHRI GURU DEV..

I bow down.

COMMENTARY

The ritual of initiation is the

most important stage in the pro
cess of learning and practicing
Transcendental Meditation (TM)..

The heart of the initiation rit

ual, in turn, is the PUJA, a

Sanskrit hymn of worship which
the initiator recites as a pre

lude to imparting the initiate's,
MANTRA, the secret Sanskrit word

upon which he is to meditate. All
TM instructors learn the PUJA

by rote and recite it in Sanskrit
without deviating from the pre

scribed pattern. Even the psysi-
cal movements which accompany the

recitation are choreographed

detail and carefully memorized.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

OF TEIE PUJA

The English translation of the
PUJA is never revealed to the

ordinary initiate-even if he asks,
It is only available to those who
are in training to become teacher
and initiators themselves. It is

considered vital that all prospec

tive teachers of TM be personally
trained by Maharishi. At the
end of a teacher-training session

those whom the Maharishi has

qualified receive a secret anon
ymously authored & uncopyrighted
handbook on the PUJA entitled

The Holy Tradition. This little
booklet of less than

contains the PUJA

and English, as well as extensive
verse-by-verse commentary on its
significance. It is this English
translation of the PUJA - the

"Official" TM version, as printed

on page 5 of The Holy Tradition..
that we have reproduced.

30 pages

in Sanskrit




